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Investing in Russia?

What to know before you go
Dr.Alina Lavrentieva, PwC

Types of presence in Russia
• There are two main alternatives for setting up a business presence in Russia, namely:
- Russian legal entity (RLE),
- Subdivision of a foreign legal entity (FLE).
• RLEs most commonly take the forms of closed and open joint-stock companies (CJSCs
and OJSCs, respectively) and limited liability companies (LLCs):
- Joint-stock companies (especially OJSCs) are subject to more extensive corporate
regulation, so they are used when numerous shareholders are involved (e.g. in a case of
a Joint Venture).
- A form of an LLC is quite commonly used for setting up 100% subsidiaries. It
generally implies simpler corporate regulation and procedures as compared to jointstock companies.
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Types of presence in Russia (cont’d)
• All types of RLE are treated as “regular” corporate taxpayers (i.e. subject to 20% profits
tax).
• Subdivisions of FLEs may be created in a form of a branch or a representative office.
Both will be viewed as an extension of the head office (not as a separate legal entity).
• Taxation of Branches with the status of a permanent establishment is quite similar to
taxation of RLE, however, repatriation of profit from Branch to Head Office is made
without restrictions.
• Partnership concept, although it is strictly speaking available, is not widely used.
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Representative office of a foreign company
•

Initial form of the Russian market access

•

Mechanism of establishing relations, marketing, product
promotion and advertising activities, import contracts support

•

“Eyes and ears” of head office

•

Formal limitation of representative office functions

•

Taxable (PE) and non-taxable representative office (Russian
legislation and international treaties)
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Russian legal entity
•

Expansion of operations (including geography of operations)

•

Demand for production/co-manufacturing on the territory of the Russian
Federation

•

Licensing requirements

•

Own imports

•

Response to market needs: customers demand (rapid access, sales to statutory
institutions), own distribution channels, tenders

•

Flexibility – no functional restrictions

•

Possibility of tax savings (VAT offset) or application of local tax benefits

•

Tax risks associated with work via a representative office
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Representative office (non-taxable) or Russian
legal entity?
Representative office

Russian company

Establishment (registration) and closure

easier

more complicated

Possibility of commercial activity

limited

not limited

Tax payment

some taxes

all taxes

Tax deduction of expenses in RF

n/a

permitted (+ restrictions)

Offset of VAT on expenses

impossible

possible (+ restrictions)

VAT on lease of premises

none (+conditions)

yes (+offset)

Tax accounting and reporting

limited

full-scale

Financing

simple

more complicated
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Tax environment - overview
• Relatively new set of rules – still in state of development.
• In general built upon a typical Western European corporate taxation system:
with corporate profits tax and VAT at the core.
• Moving from simplistic approaches to embracing with more advanced
concepts (transfer pricing, place of management, CFC, tax consolidation,
anti-avoidance mechanisms).
• Form over substance approach dominates, but more substantive approach
emerges in anti-avoidance practice.
• Tax administration still one of the biggest issues and concerns.
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Basics of Russian taxation
• Currently no tax consolidation, but tax consolidation rules are in development, the
draft law is proposed for consideration (but only for profits tax purposes and with very
high thresholds).
• Participation exemption is available and applied to dividends (not to capital gains)
received at the level of a Russian holding company in case it owns not less than 50% of
shares for the period of not less than 365 days (1 year).
• Thin cap rules apply to loans from foreign parents (owning > than 20%), their
Russian affiliates or loans guaranteed by foreign parents or their Russian affiliates.
Currently do not apply to sister company loans. Thin cap ratio is set as 3:1 for trading
companies.
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Basics of Russian taxation (cont’d)
• Controlled foreign company (CFC) legislation is not developed yet. New “tax
residency” and CFC rules are announced as a trend of development of Russian taxation
system.
• Limited possibilities to deduct goodwill in Russia.
• Transfer pricing rules exist, however are not well-developed:
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-

neither transactional net margin method, nor profit split method exist under the
current legislation;

-

transfer pricing rules are expected to be significantly amended as of 1 January 2012
and brought more in line with OECD principles.

Treaty network
• Large double tax treaty (DTT) network
-

78 effective tax treaties

-

most tax treaties follow the OECD model

• Russia has an observer status with the OECD and provides comments to the model
treaty, however OECD Model Convention guidelines are not binding
• Some treaties include protocols dealing with specific matters which are ordinarily
outside the scope of a tax treaty (legacy of the restrictive domestic law):
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-

special clauses on “no limitation for tax deductibility of interest” in certain tax
treaties (e.g., France, Germany);

-

special clauses allowing full deduction of advertising expenses in German tax
treaty;

-

special clauses allowing full deduction of business expenses in French tax treaty
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Foreign Investments in strategic sectors in Russia

Alex Stoljarskij
Presentation of the AEB Guide
“How to invest in Russia”
14 April 2011, Moscow
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Improving the investment climate
 The President of the RF announced different measures to
improve the slowly recovering investment climate, e.g.
¾ Privatization of state owned companies
¾ establishment of a special sovereign fund by June 1
¾ Reform of Law on Foreign Investments in strategic
sectors (SSL) by May 15. First reading passed already.
 AEB involved in the legislative process of the SSL reform
and invited to participate in the Duma Working Group
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SSL – premises, objectives, relevance
Three premises:
1. Foreign investor (or group of entities)
2. intend(s) to establish control over a
3. Russian enterprise conducting a strategic important activity
Objectives:
 ensure national defense and security
 create clear and transparent legal conditions for foreign investors
Relevance:
 SSL almost three years in force, since then
¾ close to 200 petitions,
¾ more than 400 notices,
¾ approx. 60 preliminary requests and
¾ about 250 enquiries were filed.
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SSL – thresholds
Foreign private investor

Foreign state investor

General strategic enterprise

Authorization-based procedure when Authorization-based procedure
when acquiring over 25%;
acquiring over 50% (and under
certain conditions less than 50%)
acquisition of a majority stake is
prohibited

Enterprise performing field
development of mineral
resources

Authorization-based procedure at
planned acquisition of stakes in the
amount of 10% and more
(exception: RF owns over 50%)

Authorization-based procedure
when acquiring over 5%;
acquisition of a majority stake is
prohibited

Reform:

Intented increase of the stake to
25%

Not clear yet whether increase
of stake intended

General enterprise

No restrictions under the SSL

Authorization-based procedure
when acquiring 25% and more
(amendment of the law on
foreign investments)

(not in a strategic sector)
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SSL – problems observed


Vast majority of relevant sectors are subsoil of federal
significance, followed by encryption, natural monopolies and
mass media



Some sectors not of any relevance yet



Unintended application of the SSL in certain sectors (e.g. use of
radioactivity in health care sector or activities using agents of
infections in dairy facilities)



Definition of “group of entities”



Imprecisely defined understanding of “control”



Time frame does often not correspond with business reality
needs



Legal power of decisions taken by FAS
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SSL – amendments
 Banking being exempt from cryptographic activities
 Use of bacteria classified as fairly safe and application of
equipment with insignificant radioactive emissions being
removed from the strategic activities list
 No additional approval required to increase the charter
capital of strategically important enterprises which use
subsoil of federal importance, if the increase does not
result in an increase in the total number of votes of the
foreign investor
 Ministry of Defense instead of FSB now determining
whether threat to national defense and security exists
 Time frame for approval process begins only after
submission of complete set of documents
 Foreign investor may apply for extension of deadline to
conclude agreement on obligations imposed on him
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SSL amendments - evaluation
 Proposed changes are not conceptual, rather technical
adjustments
 Provide for some clarity within the administrative process
 No real simplifications for foreign investors, codification of status
quo
 Not THE positive signal to foreign investors
 Lot of issues remain to be improved:
¾ definition of “group of entities” within the SSL,
¾ definition of “control”,
¾ reduce amount of (classified) information to be provided,
¾ introduce more flexible sanctions,
¾ shorten the approval procedure,
¾ Effective judicial review
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SSL – AEB initiatives
 Clear definition of sectors, deletion of non-important types of
activities or types of activities unintended included in SSL
 Clarification that the SSL only applies if a foreign person or entity
within a “group of entities” acquires direct or indirect control of the
strategic target
 Elimination of contradictions to the Law on Joint Stock companies
(non-fulfillment of mandatory offers)
 Introduction of a faster clearing procedure
 Introduction of a “de-minimis rule” (a threshold below which control
is not obtained),
 Possible retroactivity regarding deals concluded by Russian
companies having a foreign entity (subsidiary) in their “group of
entities” between May 2008 until today without receipt of prior
approval by the Russian Government.
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Speaker
Alex Stoljarskij
Rechtsanwalt (Attorney at Law / Germany)
Deputy Chairman of the AEB Legal Committee
BEITEN BURKHARDT Moscow Office
Turchaninov Per. 6/2
119034 Moscow, Russia
Tel.: + 7 495 232 96 35
Fax: + 7 495 232 96 33
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BEITEN BURKHARDT worldwide
Warsaw
Berlin
Brussels

St. Petersburg

Moscow

Kyiv

Dusseldorf
Beijing

Frankfurt

Nuremberg
Munich

Shanghai

 More than 310 lawyers and
tax advisors in offices in
Berlin, Brussels, Düsseldorf,
Frankfurt, Kyiv, Moscow,
Munich, Nuremberg, Beijing,
Shanghai, St. Petersburg,
Warsaw
 Close cooperation with
leading law firms of the US
and the UK markets
 Alongside local competence,
a profound and prudent
consultancy provides the
possibility to work with an
international network when a
project involves more than
one jurisdiction
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BEITEN BURKHARDT in the CIS

Since 1992 – first and largest representative office of a
German law firm in Moscow

Since 1996, when the St. Petersburg office was opened,
BEITEN BURKHARDT has also been one of the leading
international law firms in the Northwestern Region of Russia

Since 2004 in Kyiv – BEITEN BURKHARDT was awarded the
title “International Law Firm of the Year 2007“ (Newspaper
"Yuridicheskaya Praktika")
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BEITEN BURKHARDT in Russia


Russian and German lawyers, attorneys-at-law and tax advisers with
comprehensive and diverse experience who have majored in different
fields of law advise Russian and foreign clients in practically all branches
of law



Emphasis on industrial investments, supporting real estate investments
and transactions, developing trade and marketing structures, and in the
field of mediation and litigation as well as in the field of financial services



Specialists in respective fields of law work in practice groups and
contribute their know-how for the firm to render the best possible
consultancy services



The vast practical experience and the knowledge of other branches of
law ensure precise understanding of our clients' expectations and
mentality



Three working languages – German, Russian, English and an
experienced translation team
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Contacts in Russia
Moscow

St. Petersburg

Falk Tischendorf

Natalia Wilke

Falk.Tischendorf@bblaw.com

Natalia.Wilke@bblaw.com

Turchaninov per., 6/2
119034 Moscow, Russia

Marata str. 47/49 lit. A, office
402

Tel.: +7-495-232 96 35

191002 St. Petersburg Russia

Fax: +7-495-232 96 33

Tel.: +7-812-449 60 00
Fax: +7-812-449 60 01

www.beitenburkhardt.com

Thank you for your attention!

WTO and the Customs
Union and their effect on
the Russian Economy
ART FRANCZEK, President The American
Institute of Business and Economics

WTO ACCESSION PROCESS

Tariffs example





The World Trade Organization establishes
a framework for trade policies for it’s
member countries. I was established in
1995 as a replacement for GATT. 153
countries belong to WTO that represent
93% of world trade.
Some of the underlying principles of WTO
are : Most Favored Nation (MFN) status
that requires a product made in one
member country treated no less favorably
than a “like “ product from any other
country.



•

•
•
•

WTO provides a mechanism for binding
dispute resolution. Some recent disputes
between the EU and US are :
EU’s ban on hormone treated beef from
the US
EU’s ban on bananas from South America
High tariffs by the US on Steel imports
Subsidies for BOEING








Russia applied to GATT(WTO predecessor)
in 1993.
Since the Russia has adopted many
reforms such as a New Customs Code and
many tariff reductions .
Russia came close to joining WTO in 2006.
It looks like Russia may join WTO in 2011

Benefits to Russia








The World Bank estimates that Russia’s
GDP will increase 3.3% in the medium
term and 11% in the long term.
Minimize discrimination against Russian
producers on World markets.
Access to WTO dispute resolution
Improve climate for FDI
Increase competitive pressures on
domestic producers to be efficient and
innovative . Average tariffs will decrease
from 10 1 % to 7 1%

Some Industry Sectors that
benefit from WTO accession







Autos
Aviation
Chemicals
Banking
Insurance
Telecommunications

Resistance to WTO




Derispaska and auto industry because he
claims they are infant industries.
Primakov and Russian Chamber of
Commerce who claim the Russia is a
commodities based economy that will not
benefit .

Issues Russia needs to resolve
to join WTO








Sanitary and Phytosanitary issues ie pork
and chicken
Enforcement of Intellectual Property
Rights
State owned Industries
Protectionist Tariffs
Jackson Vanick

“crossing the river by feeling for
the stones.” (摸着石头过河)

